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Wow your team with awards
that will make their year!
Celebrate your team's achievements this year
with awards that will show them how
much you appreciate their hard work.

Cadence Award
The Cadence is a curved award made from panels
of glass interspersed with squares of swirling color,
fused together to give this freestanding award a
generous area to display your accomplishment.
Award is 8" x 4.5" x 1.5" and is deep etched.
Available in green, black, red, and blue.

Heidelberg Plaque
This plaque features an ebony wood frame with
your choice of color double matte. The recess
features an etched metal plate mounted inside.
Double matte comes in blue, grey, black, burgundy,
and green.
Available in ve sizes; 14" x 17", 15" x 18", 16" x 19",
18" x 21", and 19" x 23".

Araceli Tower Award
Brilliant white and clear optical crystal combine to
create a re ned and sophisticated work of
achievement recognition. Turn your award into a
magni cent work of art with Dimensions 3D
crystal. Also available in ebony black and optical
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Available in three sizes; 8" tall, 9.5" tall, and 11"
tall.

York Horizontal Award
This York horizontal award is a great way to let
your recipient feel appreciated! It is made of
optical crystal with a custom 3D etching on the
inside. Make it even more special with a
personalized imprinted message.
Available in four sizes; 5" x 3.5", 6" x 4", 7" x 5", and
8" x 6".

Gainsborough Award
This charming freestanding desktop award is the
perfect way to recognize a special achievement or
to honor a star performer. It is made of clear
star re crystal. Available in deep etch (not
pictured) or full color Vividprint.
Available in four sizes; 3", 4", 5", and 6" round.

Cinzia Bowl
Give your team something a bit di erent than the
normal award with this bowl that swerves upward
and downward to form the illusion of an in nity
curve. It is made of lead free crystalline. Add your
logo or special message with a deep etch.
Available in 7" or 8" sizes.
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Ramona VividPrint Plaque
Create a memory your employees will never forget
with this beautiful VividPrinted plaque made of
star re crystal. Customize it with your message of
appreciation or recognition and stand out from this
crowd with this unique award.
Available in six sizes; 7" x 5, 8" x 6", 9" x 7" 10" x 8",
12" x 9", 14" x 11", and 15" x 12".

Amerling Vase
Give your team something they can actually use on
their desk! A vase that transcends beauty, the
Amerling is round throughout with a stunning thick
base that slips up into the sides. The vase is made
of lead free crystalline and is sure to make a bold
statement.
Available in 10" and 12" sizes.

Don't see what you are looking for or
have something else in mind?
No problem! Reach out to us today and we can help you nd the perfect award to say thank you.

FOLLOW US
Questions? Contact us today at 972.471.3740.

